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Battery Street Tunnel Recharge the Battery

Recharge the Battery (RTB) is a community driven 
initiative working to promote conservation opportunities 
for the Battery Street Tunnel (BST), in Belltown.

Through various public engagement programs and 
community outreach efforts, RTB is working to elevate 
general interest and demonstrate overwhelming 
community support  to advocate for the exploration of 
alternative solutions for the surface of Battery Street 
and the subterranean Battery Street Tunnel.  

On behalf of the residents of Seattle, Recharge the 
Battery is currently requesting that officials consider 
alternative decommissioning strategies that would 
suspend plans to decommission the BST to allow for a 
public visioning process regarding its future — without 
causing any delay to the current plans to open the SR-
99 deep bore tunnel and demolish the Alaskan Way 
Viaduct, on time and on schedule. 

The Battery Street Tunnel was completed in 1954 and 
has serviced the City of Seattle for over 65 years as 
the primary connector between the iconic Alaskan Way 
Viaduct and Aurora Avenue North. But after years of 
debate, the Viaduct Replacement Tunnel is complete 
and the current plans are calling for the Battery Street 
Tunnel to be filled and sealed, without alternative 
consideration, in 2019. 

Why are we not working together to consider alternative 
solutions for the Battery Street Tunnel to serve the City 
of Seattle for the next 65 years?

The fact remains that consideration for an alternative 
future for the Battery Street Tunnel represents a once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity for City of Seattle residents 
and agencies to re-imagine this major piece of urban 
infrastructure -- to continue to serve the region for 
decades to come.
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Recharge the Battery
Conserve, Reimagine, Recharge

Space Needle
1962   |   605 ft

Columbia Center
1985   |   967 ft

Battery Street Tunnel
1954   |   2140 ft
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Belltown Neighborhood
Belltown is the most densely populated neighborhood in 
Seattle, located on the city’s downtown waterfront on land 
that was artificially flattened as part of a regrading project. 
Formerly a low-rent, semi-industrial arts district, in recent 
decades it has transformed into a neighborhood of trendy 
restaurants, boutiques, nightclubs, residential towers as 
well, as warehouses and art galleries. 

The neighborhood is bounded on the north by Denny 
Way, beyond which lies Seattle Center, Uptown, and 
Queen Anne Hill, on the southwest by Elliott Bay, on 
the southeast by Virginia Street, beyond which lies 
the Pike Place Market and the rest of Downtown, and 
on the northeast by 5th Avenue, beyond which lies 
the Denny Triangle. All of its northwest and southeast 
bound streets are major thoroughfares (Alaskan Way 
and Elliott, Western, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Avenues); 
major northeast and southwest-bound thoroughfares 
are Broad, Wall, and Battery Streets. The Battery Street 
Tunnel runs under Battery Street from Western Avenue 
to Denny Way and connects the Alaskan Way Viaduct to 
Aurora Avenue North.

North on Western Ave at Vine Street is the Belltown 
P-Patch and the Cottage Park. These single family 
homes built in 1916 are the last of 11 on the 1/4 block. 
The Cottages mark the 1850s shoreline and are the last 
remaining wood framed residences in downtown Seattle. 
The Belltown P-Patch provides gardening opportunities 
through the City of Seattle P-Patch program.

The Battery Street Tunnel
The Battery Street Tunnel measures 2,134 ft from end 
to end and was completed in June of 1954 at a cost of 
$2,389,000.  Since 1954, the Battery Street Tunnel has 
functioned as the primary connector between the iconic 
Alaskan Way Viaduct and Aurora Avenue North, and as 
such it has been heavily traveled for the last 65 years.

In that time, the city of Seattle has experienced 
unprecedented growth, as it welcomes a transition into 
an era of global significance.  This transformation will 
challenge residents and decision makers alike to search 
for new ways to encourage ‘smart growth’, sometimes 
below the surface -- as is the case with Link Light Rail 
and the possibilities for the Battery Street Tunnel.

This will not be the first time in Seattle’s history that a 
large piece of infrastructure has been decommissioned. 
In 1956 the Seattle Gaslight Company’s gasification plant 
on the north shore of Lake Union was closed. The plant 
sat untouched until landscape it was converted into Gas 
Work Park -- one of Seattle most beloved open spaces.

Similar infrastructural re-use conversion have occurred 
elsewhere since, with one of the most prominent being 
the iconic transformation of New York City’s Highline 
railway into an aerial greenway boosting tourism, real-
estate values and an arts & cultural renaissance in the 
neighborhood.

(See more examples precedents projects on pages 07-08)

Belltown Context
Context Map & Battery Street Tunnel
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Waterfront Seattle
A multi-year program to rebuild Seattle’s waterfront —   
from Pioneer Square to Belltown and includes a rebuilt 
Elliott Bay Seawall, a new surface street providing 
access to and from downtown, and new parks, paths, 
and access to Elliott Bay.

Bell Street Park
Bell Street Park is a park-like corridor through the heart 
of Belltown. The four block park has one lane of traffic 
and boasts improved landscaping, lighting, and open 
space. The continuous level pavement encourages 
pedestrians, cyclists, and automobiles to share the space.

Market to MOHAI
The Market to MOHAI project will create high-quality 
pedestrian corridors that encourage travel by foot. 
Stretching from the Central Waterfront and Pike Place 
Market to Lake Union Park and MOHAI, the corridor will 
create a new connection through the City.

Belltown Neighborhood
Currently listed as the 6th fastest growing neighborhood 
in America, Belltown is home of thriving retail and 
entertainment corridors, a cluster of innovative major 
employers, and a rich musical and artistic history.
(for locations, see previous pages 03-04)

SEE THE CITY WITH NEW EYES 3
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Network Diagram
Belltown Street Initiatives

Little Prairies
The Little Prairies vision is to incorporate a Little 
Prairies Village into the site and surrounding Belltown 
/ Waterfront neighborhood and to designate and 
recognize the Seattle Native District that supports Native 
people, art, culture, organizations and businesses.
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Growing Vine Street
Growing Vine Street turns an eight-block length of Vine 
Street into an urban watershed and street park. It’s a 
Belltown community-based non-profit that has been 
advocating, raising awareness, and engaging with 
nature in an urban setting since 1995.

Growing
Vine St
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Precedents: Global Best Practices

Dupont Underground (3)

Washington, DC: The Dupont Underground comprises 
15,000 sq.ft. of repurposed infrastructural space less 
than a mile from the White House. It lies beneath the 
city’s iconic Dupont Circle, a nexus of Washington’s 
cultural, civic, and commercial life.

Lowline Lab (5)

New York, New York: The Lowline is a plan to use 
innovative solar technology to illuminate an historic 
trolley terminal. The vision is an underground park, 
providing a beautiful respite and a cultural attraction in 
one of the world’s most dense, urban environments. 

Paris Catacombs (not shown)

Paris, France: The ancient ossuary is one of the most 
well-traveled underground spaces in the world.  The 
catacombs were built in the late 1700’s to contain the 
dead, and some sections remain open to the public as a 
tourist attraction, though many are still private and closed. 

Dequindre Cut (8)

Detroit, Michigan: The Dequindre Cut was constructed 
in the 1830s by the Detroit/Pontiac Railroad to service 
the industrial expansion in eastern Detroit. Today, a 1.35 
mile section of the cut was converted into a pedestrian 
greenway.

Underground City (not shown)

Montreal, Quebec: Referred to as RÉSO or La Ville 
Souterraine, this huge underground city has everything 
you could want: stores, apartment buildings, hotels, 
banks, offices, schools, a theatre and arena, and several 
modes of transport, including both trains and buses.

Cheonggycheon River Restoration (1)

 Seoul, Korea: The 6.8 mile stretch of modern public 
recreation space is a massive urban renewal project. 
The site was covered by transportation infrastructure, 
but by uncovering this ancient river, it has provided both 
environmental and economic benefits to the city.

Philadelphia Rail Park (4)

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: The Rail Park is a vision for 
a greenway that will revitalize three miles of unused rail 
lines into a usable, beautiful, public space for all. This 
park has been growing for years and it’s about to burst 
into life.

Seattle Underground (6)

Seattle, Washington: A portion of Seattle’s streets 
in the historic Pioneer Square neighborhood were 
originally one story below where they are located today. 
Fragments of building facades, signs, and tunnels below 
the city remain and can be toured today.

London Underline (7)

London, England: Running beneath London is an 
extensive system of dormant tube tunnels, exchanges 
and stations that the City is transforming into a dynamic 
network of bike and pedestrian paths, as well as cultural 
and retail spaces.

Freedom Tunnel (not shown)

New York, New York: A 3-mile train tunnel under 
Riverside Park commonly referred to as the “Freedom 
Tunnel” as a result of the graffiti artist Chris Pape’s 
extensive work. The largely unenforced tunnel was a 
canvas for artists.

Atlanta Underground (9)

Atlanta, Georgia: First opened in 1969, it takes 
advantage of the viaducts built over the city’s many 
railroad tracks to accommodate later automobile traffic. 
Each level has two main halls, still called Upper and 
Lower Alabama and Pryor Streets.

MTA Transit Museum (2)

Brooklyn, New York: Housed underground in an 
decommissioned 1936 subway station, the Transit 
Museum’s working platform level spans a full city block, 
and is home to a rotating selection of twenty vintage 
subway and elevated cars dating back to 1907.

Project Precedents
Infrastructural Re-Use Examples

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9
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Belltown Park Site
The gateway for the Seattle Waterfront into Belltown.
An open space park will provide critical green space 
for the neighborhood at Battery Street Tunnel level.  A 
pedestrian extension of Battery Street would provide 
priceless views of the Waterfront and Mount Rainier.
(A portion of the Viaduct may be preserved, at grade)

1 2

Battery Street Tunnel Utilidor (Surface)
A pedestrian street experience unlike any other. 
The Utilidor will remove the surface street from the 
BST structure. The existing sidewalks and roadway 
at the alley crossings will be preserved to bridge the 
exposed Tunnel.  Adjacent alleyways will connect to 
adjacent Bell Street — between 1st and 3rd Avenues.

1 2

Battery to Denny Connection
Connecting Denny Park to Waterfront Seattle.
Green improvements along a redesigned Battery 
Surface street between Belltown Park and Denny 
Park.  A Jewel Box at the North Portal will create a 
visitor attraction — and public access into the BST. 
(BST Development Opportunity with Clise Properties)

Battery Street Surface Improvements
Pedestrian improvements for Battery Street.
An innovative pedestrian experience will incorporate 
water retention greenscape features into a buffered  
streetscape — with visual access into the BST.   A 
dedicated bus and bicycle lane will enhance critical 
east west connections throughout Belltown.  

23 4

Surface Level Plan
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Subterranean Level Plan

Belltown Park Site
The gateway for the Seattle Waterfront into Belltown.
An open space park will provide critical green space 
for the neighborhood and at grade access into the 
BST.  A pedestrian extension of Battery Street would 
provide covered canopy space for open space below.
(A portion of the Viaduct may preserved, at grade)

1 2

Battery Street Tunnel Utilidor (Subterranean)
A one-of-a-kind Seattle subterranean experience.
The Utilidor will integrate public open space with 
elements of the decommissioned tunnel and 
demonstration CSO retention and water treatment 
solutions — to demonstrate the next generation of 
sustainable urban development.

1 2

Battery Street Tunnel Wildcard
First subterranean driven developer opportunity.
The ‘Wildcard’  provides a unique opportunity for 
direct developer integration into the BST as a public 
benefit.  A Jewel Box at the North Portal will create a 
visitor attraction above loading access into the BST 
with single lane connection to the grid at John Street.

Battery Street Tunnel Farm
The World’s Largest Subterranean Tunnel Farm. 
A Social Benefit Enterprise that will generate revenue 
for the city and create dozens of job opportunities, 
job training programs, and unique visitor experiences 
between Seattle Center and the Amazon Campus.
(Existing emergency exit to serve as special access)

23 4
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Utility Level Plan

Bio-Swale / Water Retention Basin
A water retention icon at the mouth of the BST. 
Belltown Park will integrate public open space with 
water filtration technology to facilitate public access 
to an operable water reclamation and treatment 
site. This water retention solution will also provide 
additional collection capacity in large rain events. 

1 2

Battery Street Tunnel Utilidor (Utility / CSO)
The future of Sustainbility and Infrastructural re-use.
The Utilidor will re-direct the Vine Street Basin 
stormwater and CSO through a demonstration 
retention and water treatment solutions.  The Utilidor 
will utilize existing infrastructure to adopt a new 
gravity feed water treatment strategy.

1 2

Urban Gardens and Water Redistribution
An ‘Elevated’ Water Redistribution Cistern.
Water Redistribution Cisterns will serve as collection 
basins for water redistribution into the BST Farm 
below. These Urban Gardens will feature create a 
green buffer between pedestrian and vehicular zones 
and provide critical stormwater retention and re-use.

Greywater Airborne Irrigation System
The First Underground Greywater Irrigation System. 
The Battery Street Tunnel Farm will utilize greywater 
fogger technology designed to recycle and reuse 
reclaimed surface stormwater runoff.  This greywater 
irrgation system will operate water collected from 
Battery Surface Street Urban Gardens. 

23 4
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Existing Stormwater / CSO Infrastructure
• Re-direct Vine Street Basin CSO through Utilidor
• Adopt new gravity feed water treatment strategy 
• Existing infrastructure to remain in place (as necessary) 

Bio-Swale / Water Retention Basin
• Additional stormwater capacity in large rain event
• Bio-filtration potential for stormwater run-off
• Public access to water management demonstration site

Native Species  Vegetation
• Reclaim the BST as an ‘urban wild’ precedent in Belltown
• Increase pollinator pathways and urban wildlife habitat
• Add green to the long neglected Battery Street Corridor

Public Sidewalk Improvements
• Maintain access to existing street level establishments
• Connection to outdoor programs along Battery Street
• Maintain pedestrian connection along Battery Street

New Development Opportunity at Lower Level
• New buildings with potential to open into public space 
• Retrofitted basements with potential access to BST
• Diverse / multi-level programming opportunities

BST Utilidor Public Walking Path / Trail
• Public walking paths connect Waterfront to Belltown
• BST Utilidor creates a new a space for Belltown 
• Various paths and trails types are ADA accessible

Reuse of Structural Elements
• Reveal the structural history embedded in the BST
• Demonstrate sustainable practice through preservation
• Required structural retro-fits (as necessary)

11

Section (Battery & 1st Ave)
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Surface to Utilidor Accessible Ramped Path
• Path slopes up to grade between 2nd and 3rd Avenue
• Connects Utilidor to the existing Belltown Street Grid
• Provides various connections and viewing levels into BST

17
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Existing Stormwater / CSO Infrastructure
• Re-direct Vine Street Basin CSO through Utilidor
• Adopt new gravity feed water treatment strategy 
• Existing infrastructure to remain in place (as necessary) 

Bio-Swale / Water Retention Basin
• Additional stormwater capacity in large rain event
• Bio-filtration potential for stormwater run-off
• Public access to water management demonstration site

Reuse of Structural Elements
• Reveal the structural history embedded in the BST
• Demonstrate sustainable practice through preservation
• Required structural retro-fits (as necessary)

Public Sidewalk Improvements
• Maintain access to existing street level establishments
• Connection to outdoor programs along Battery Street
• Maintain pedestrian connection along Battery Street

Sidewalks Buffer at Battery Surface Street
• Structural half-wall for safety and pedestrian viewing  
• Building overhang creates weather protected sidewalks
• Green wall technology / connection into BST Utilidor

Dedicated Bus Lane & Green Street
• Dedicated bus lane and new east / west bicycle path
• Increase sidewalk width and add new street trees 
• Install bio-swales and water retention vegetation 

Section (Battery & 2nd Ave)
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Social Benefit Enterprise
• Create job opportunities and job training programs
• Public / Private partnership to generate city revenue 
• Provide unique visitor / tourist experiences 

Battery Street Corridor ‘Green Streets’
• Completed Waterfront to Denny Park connection
• Increased pedestrian sidewalk width and street trees 
• Consideration for vacated green street conversion

Expanded Public Sidewalk
• Provide viewing areas into the BST Subterranean
• Wider sidewalks to accommodate new street level uses
• New street trees for corridor beautification

BST Skylights / Pedestrian Buffer 
• A traffic buffer will create a safe pedestrian area
• Skylights provide surface views into Subterranean
• Skylights provide ambient daylight into Subterranean

Dedicated Bus / Bicycle Lane
• Provide preferred access to sustainable transit
• Dedicated bus lane and new east / west bicycle path
• De-prioritize vehicular traffic along Battery Street

Urban Gardens  
• Provide water retention vegetation to slow runoff
• Green buffer between pedestrian and vehicular zones
• New native plantings for neighborhood beautification

Existing Stormwater / CSO Infrastructure
• Re-direct Vine Street Basin CSO through Utilidor
• Adopt new gravity feed water treatment strategy 
• Existing infrastructure to remain in place (as necessary) 

Section (Battery & 4th Ave)
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1 - Claim the Portals
Accentuate an existing icon

Preserve the Portals to 
create an iconic backdrop 
for Belltown Park and a 
meaningful connection to 
the Seattle Waterfront.

Existing roadways could 
provide ‘level areas’ at the 
north or south portals for 
various program elements. 

Potential Uses:
 - Icon for Belltown Park 
 - Opportunty Site at North

2 - Expand to Cover
An archaeological snapshot

Expand the portals into the
BST to create covered 
community space within a 
preserved sample of the 
original tunnel structure.

The covered area would 
be highlighted by existing 
infrastructural patina 
beneath the adjacent street.

Potential Uses:
 - Belltown Community Center 
 - BST Interpretive Center

3 -  Claim the Structure
Introduce the Utilidor concept

Claim beyond the cover
to create the first active
urban-scaled demonstration 
area for local public utilities 
within a public realm.

The Utilidor would extend 
the public benefit area into
Belltown and expand the
eligible zone for the LID.

Potential Uses:
 - Public Recreational Space 
 - Water Reclamation Site

4 - Expand to Connect
Public / Private Partnerships

Connect the BST portals 
via revenue generating 
public/private development 
within the subterranean 
portion of the tunnel.

This amenity would drive
development opportunities 
along the BST corridor to 
support project long term.

Potential Uses:
 - Aeroponic Tunnel Farm
 - Wine Tasting Cellar / Cave

1

2

4

1

2

3

Denny Avenue

Western Ave

3rd Avenue

John Street

1st Avenue

1st Avenue
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The Site
The Battery Street Tunnel measures 2,134 ft and was 
completed in June of 1954 at a cost of $2,389,000.

The BST is 7-blocks long and represents 120,000 sq ft 
(2.75 acres) of developable land in the heart of Belltown.
Current land value estimators calculate the value of the 
BST at $133m - 240m ($1,100-2,000 / sq ft)

Current structural evaluation is not available, but the 
buried reinforced concrete structure is more seismically 
stable than the elevated viaduct.

The Problem
The Battery Street Tunnel is an obsolete and failing 
structure at the end of its functional life.

Retrofitting costs are estimated between $40m-$80m. 
Total construction costs are estimated +/- $200m.

Filling the BST present a host of problems for Seattle 
City Light and Seattle Public Utilities, as well as leaving 
the structural (still) vulnerable in the event of a seismic 
disaster.

The Proposed 
The major activities include removal of electrical and 
mechanical equipment, permeating the base slab of 
the tunnel for drainage, filling the tunnel void spaces 
and sealing the roadway surface. After this process is 
complete, the decommissioned structure will be turned 
over to the City of Seattle in perpetuity.

The Alternative
The Battery Street Tunnel Strategic Guideline is a plan 
for both surface and subterranean improvements for the 
Battery Street Tunnel Corridor.  This Plan highlights a 
variety of aspects of this unique opportunity to provide 
a combination of public / private benefits, uses, and 
strategies for the neighborhood and the city.

The Battery Street Tunnel Corridor will create:
• Improved Belltown Park
• Battery Street Tunnel Utilidor
• Social Benefit Enterprise
• North Property Redevelopment
• North Ramp Visitor Center

And provide the following amenities: 
• Integrated water treatment and collection systems
• Demonstration utility / recreational spaces
• Privatized social benefit / urban farming enterprises
• Shared visitor / tourist attraction gathering spaces
• Innovative Public / Private partnerships
• Revenue generation and land-lease agreements.

The Sequence
• Amend to remove Fill from Decommissioning Plan
• Partner with WSDOT to structurally retrofit BST
• Complete other aspects of decommissioning (listed)
• Engage in public process to develop design
• Develop public / private cost and fund raising strategy
• Procure permits, agreements, constructions funds
• Hire collaborative design / development team for BST
• Integrated water treatment and collection systems

BST Proposal
Strategic Guideline
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Public Benefits WSDOT Plan Proposed Plan

Stabilize Battery Street Tunnel 

Upgrade Local Utility Services 

Provide Stormwater Diversion 

Provide Public Open Space 

Facilitate Conservation Education 

Generate $10M Annual City Revenue 

Destination for 300,000 Visitors Annually 

90+ Permanent Job Opportunities 

Create a Sustainable Food Source 

X
X
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Funding Sources

Fill the Battery

$60M 

Washington State DOT  ($30M)

Seattle Public Utilities  ($17M)

Seattle City Lights  ($13M)

CSO Remediation  ($17M)

Social Benefit Enterprise  ($60M)**

*Denotes dollar amounts estimated
**Denotes private source of funds

Recharge the Battery

$135M 

X
X
X
-
-

X
X
X
X
X

WSDOT Plan Proposed Plan

**
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Kill the Fill (2017-2018)
• Conserve opportunities for alternative futures through 

public opposition to the current fill and seal plan.
• Re-imagine the BST decommissioning Plan by 

presenting an alternative structural solution
• Petition for the amendment to Ordinance CB119215 

to remove the Fill from the decommissioning plan.

Explore Alternatives (2019-2020)
• Partner with WSDOT / SDOT to implement 

alternative non-fill retrofit for the BST.
• Coordinate with local agencies to mothball the BST. 

Recharge the Battery to initiate public process.
• Complete other aspects of the BST decommissioning, 

with minimal delay to current project schedules.

Begin Construction (2021-2022)
• Explore Social Benefit Enterprise agreements, land 

lease and revenue-sharing options with the City.
• Develop public / private cost and fund raising strategy 

to formalize design and initiate development process.
• Hire collaborative design/development team, procure 

permits, and finalize contractual agreements.

Recharge the Battery (2023-2027)
• Finalize design solutions for Social Benefit Enterprise 

and Battery Street Tunnel Corridor Utilidor.
• Finalize Community vision to redevelop the Battery 

Street Corridor and Recharge the Battery!!

Budget Overview
Cost Strategy Analysis

Estimated Cost**
The approximate costs associated with any alternative 
decommissioning solution are based on the following  
assumptions and figures
• No-Fill cost estimated between $40m-$60m 
• Retrofit not to exceed $65m (tunnel replacement)
• Cost of retrofit by combination of funding sources

Primary Funding
Primary funding for the retrofit would be re-allocated 
decommissioning funds from WSDOT ($30m-$40m)
• Public funding for retrofit would be $20m payment to 

Seattle (based of $17m payment offer)
• Additional $10m-20m from WSDOT budget to cover 

BST closure costs (safety, systems, equipment, etc)
 
Secondary Funding
Secondary funding from re-allocated utility costs 
associated with the currently decommissioning plan.
• Seattle Public Utilities to re-allocate $15m BST funds.      

($17m from fill required utility upgrades)
• Seattle City Light to reallocate $10m BST funds.        

($13m from fill required systems upgrade)
• Private funding to contribute $10m-$20m to cover 

gaps and demonstrate private commitment

**Total Project Deconstruction Cost: $190M-$200M
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